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Summary:  In recent years, a wide variety model-

ing studies have focused on determining potential cli-
mate states for generically Earth-like extrasolar plan-
ets.  These studies have estimated the limits to the hab-
itable zone around main sequence stars, and have iden-
tified important atmospheric processes that may occur 
on these worlds.  However, it is critical that we con-
nect the dots between our climate models and observa-
tions to be returned by the next generation of exoplanet 
observing telescopes.  What results from our 3D simu-
lations are directly useful for interpreting observations 
of terrestrial extrasolar planets? 

Recently seven terrestrial planets were discovered 
transiting the ultracool star TRAPPIST-1 [1].  The 
TRAPPIST-1 system provides a tremendous oppor-
tunity for studying potentially habitable worlds, and is 
a primary target for follow-up observations.  Early 
modeling studies indicate that planets b, c, and d lie 
too close to the host star and are probably desiccated 
today.  Planets f, g, and h are probably increasingly 
cold and icy [2, 3], requiring thick atmospheres to de-
glaciate if at all.  Planet e, located in the center of the 
system, provides the best opportunity for a habitable 
world [2, 3]. 

TRAPPIST-1e orbits on a 6.1 Earth-day period, 
and is believed to be tidally locked to its host star.  
Planet e has a radius of 0.918 REarth.  While there is 
significant uncertainty regarding the planet’s bulk den-
sity, the best estimate places its density at ~0.89 ρEarth.  
Planet e receives about 66% of the modern solar inso-
lation, although the incident stellar spectrum is signifi-
cantly redder than the Sun.   

Here, we conduct 3D climate simulations of 
TRAPPIST-1e considering a variety of atmospheric 
constituents, including N2, CO2, CH4, and H2O.  We 
then analyze our simulations with an eye towards no-
table observable characteristics.  In particular, we cal-
culate spectrally resolved thermal emission phase 
curves [4], which may be used to characterize the at-
mosphere (Fig. 1).  We also show results from the 
Planetary Spectrum Generator [5], which allows us to 
simulate transit measurements yielded by real tele-
scopes and instruments, using our 3D modeled atmos-
pheres as simulated target objects.  Our primary goal is 
to determine signals that may differentiate habitable 
from uninhabitable climate states for TRAPPIST-1e. 
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Fig 1.  Thermal emission phase curves from simu-

lations of different possible climatic outcomes for 
planets in the TRAPPIST-1 system. 
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